


 Questions to ensure all students are engaged, valued, and stretched.

 Efficient ways to gather responses from students.

 Routines for students to generate questions and monitor their thinking.

 Criteria for effective questions.



Two people, 
Two minutes,

Two Questions about 
Questioning



Questions
Only











Easiest to Hardest



Engages Different
Student Strengths







You could use...







FQA



Elaborative Interrogation and Self-Explanation

1) FACT - Read the fact to be remembered

2) QUESTION - Restate the fact into a why or 
how question

3) Answer the why question using your personal 
experience



Rounds

18

1) FACT - Read the fact to be remembered

2) QUESTION - Restate the fact into a why or 
how question

3) Answer the why question using your personal 
experience



Roles

19

1) FACT - Read the fact to be remembered

2) QUESTION - Restate the fact into a why or 
how question

3) Answer the why question using your personal 
experience

Task

Answer

Question

Fact



Connect to:
 personal thoughts
 feelings 
 attitudes 
 points of view
 experiences and values



Find relationships to thoughts of 
peers, community, and/or world











Rigor  =   Effort  Complexity

Energy 
needed to

sustain 
focus for a 

required 
amount of 

time

Number 
of parts

Ways the 
parts fit 
together

Thinking 
required to 
manipulate 
the parts

*



Understanding Goal: 
Seekers often find things

Write down take away 
ideas from our 
learning together that 
you can use in your 
work setting.

1.    

2.    

3.     





Teacher role is listener



Zoom-In 
Inquiry

Examine primary source clues 
carefully.  Determine what you see 

and what questions you might ask to 
“get the big picture”.



What do you see?



Describe who you see in this image.

Where do you think this image was taken?



What new people or 
things do you see?

When do you think this 
image was taken?



Make a hypothesis about what is 
happening in this picture.



What new evidence do you have to support 
or shift your hypothesis? 

Why do you think this image was created?



Spectators standing on a dirt road, looking at a house damaged by a 
tornado. Illinois  1928. Photographs from the Chicago Daily News, 1902-
1933 American Memory, Library of Congress



Thinking about your Thinking

• How did your 
perception of the image 
change as you saw 
more of the image?

• Why did your 
hypothesis change?

• What questions did the 
image leave you with?



Understanding the “big picture”

How might we describe the 
relationship between humans 

and nature?



Claim Support Question

?

What do we know about the relationship between 
humans and nature?



Claim Support Connection

What do we know about the relationship between 
humans and nature?



Examine these images to determine how they 
help us understand the relationship between 
humans and nature.

Galveston disaster, I'm 
glad Ise living

Library of Congress 
Prints and 

Photographs Division

Survivors of the earthquake, 
Messina, Sicily, Italy
Library of Congress 

Prints and Photographs Division 

Under the descending fury of
Mt. Pelee, Martinique
Library of Congress 

Prints and Photographs Division 

Stream pollution. City dump. 
Dubuque, Iowa

Library of Congress 
Prints and Photographs Division 



Zoom-In Inquiry











































Protest against child labor in a labor parade
Probably taken during May 1, 1909 labor parade in New York City.

Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division Washington, D.C. 20540 USA



Protest against child labor in a labor parade
Probably taken during May 1, 1909 labor parade in New York City.

Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division Washington, D.C. 20540 USA



Assess and further understanding

















Historical Analysis and Interpretation



Historical Research Capabilities





Write down take away ideas from our 
learning together that you can use in 
your work setting.

1.    

2.    

3.     






